1.1 The LP1 station is **KQMS, 1400 kHz - KSHA, 104.3 MHz** (Redding)
The LP1 station will monitor:

a. **KNRO** 1670 kHz (Redding)
b. **KALF** 95.7 MHz (Near Paskenta)
c. **NWR WXL-88** 162.550 MHz (Sacramento WFO)
d. **CLERS** 155.700 MHz (Lewiston)
e. **SHASCOM** 158.895 MHz -or- 153.875 MHz (Redding)

1.2 The LP2 station is **KNRO, 1670 kHz - KRRX, 106.1 MHz** (Redding)
The LP2 station will monitor:

a. **KQMS** 1400 kHz (Redding)
b. **KALF** 95.7 MHz (Near Paskenta)
c. **NWR WXL-88** 162.550 MHz (Sacramento WFO)
d. **CLERS** 155.700 MHz (Lewiston)
e. **SHASCOM** 158.895 MHz (Redding)

1.3 All stations and CATV control points must monitor two of the following:

a. **KNRO** or **KRRX**
b. **KQMS** or **KSHA**
c. **KVIP (FM) 98.1 MHz** which monitors LP1, LP2, SHASCOM and NWS.

1.4 In addition, but not in lieu of, any other station listed in 1.1 and 1.2 above are recommended monitoring:

a. **NWR WXL-88** 162.550 MHz (Sacramento WFO)
b. **KALF** 95.7 MHz (Near Paskenta)
c. **CLERS** 155.700 MHz (Lewiston)

*NOTE: KALF is Relay from KFBK Sacramento LP-1.*